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Recently a peer coach shared with me the practice of Lagom, the Swedish secret to a balanced, happy
life. I've always been a fan of Hygee - a Danish concept that refers to finding comfort, pleasure, and
warmth in simple things. It encompasses a feeling of cosiness, contentment & wellbeing.

Lagom

Create a capsule wardrobe - it

Perform random acts of

The Swedish term translates into

takes the stress out of

kindness - there's been a lot

not too little, not too much or just

choosing what to wear & less

published over the last few years

right. It's about slowing down,

energy on shopping & laundry.

in terms of the benefits of

Having less but with greater

kindness, both for the giver & the

versatility.

receiver. Try writing a note to

being more in the moment &
enjoying life's simple pleasures.

someone, giving someone a

Morgondopp - the Swedes start

Fika Paus - taking regular time

compliment, smile at a stranger

the day with a morning swim to

out & switching off - the

or offer to help someone out.

feel fully awake & ready for the

Swedes often compliment this

day ahead. Try a blast of cold

with a coffee & treat, and

water at the end of your shower

having a catch up. I find that a

to make you more alert.

morning & afternoon break

52-17 minute rule - try

aids my productivity,

working for 52 minutes &

Time Management Strategies:

taking a 17 minutes break to

Dare to go alone - this can be
going on a solo trip or taking a

Learn to really listen - listen

up your productivity

walk for a couple of hours &

without interrupting & pause

Pomodoro Technique - try

connecting with nature. Having

for reflection before

focusing on one task

done a few solo trips myself,

responding. Be comfortable

uninterrupted for 25 minutes,

I've found it invaluable in terms

with pauses & let the other

take a short break & repeat.

of being able to switch off &

person feel unrushed. This

After a few rounds, take a

slow down. Being alone with

slows the conversation down &

longer break.

my thoughts & no social media

ensures that both parties get a

distractions is so restorative.

chance to talk properly.
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My February blog explores Imposter Syndrome and some useful strategies - highlights below. Full blogs
are available on my website - including useful references and self-reflective exercises.

What is Imposter Syndrome?

Perfectionism - you strive for

Talk to others - given how many

perfection and it is accompanied

people are likely to be

A constant fear of exposure,

by critical self-evaluations and

experiencing or have

isolation and rejection, It can

concerns regarding others'

experienced it, talking to others

create feelings of self-doubt

evaluations of you.

will help to provide some

such as self-sabotage and fear of

perspective and may introduce

failure / success. It often kicks in

Downplaying your achievements

at moments of success.

- you downplay your ideas or

An estimated 70% of people

minimise your accomplishments

Fake it 'til you make it - don’t

not wanting to be in the spotlight,

wait until you feel confident change your behaviour first and

experience these imposter
syndrome feelings at some point

Strategies

take risks so as to allow your
confidence to build.

in their life. It is a self-fulfilling
pattern of thought,

you to some new strategies.

Acknowledge your feelings recognise feelings of low self-

Own your successes - take pride

How to Spot Imposter

esteem and self-doubt. This

in your efforts and contributions.

Syndrome

doesn't mean wallowing in them,
learn to understand yourself.

Build up your confidence - try
'power posing' - stand in a

Self-doubt - you lack confidence
or feel incapable of doing things

Identify your triggers - reflective

that you need to do.

journaling can help to spot

don't feel confident - this can

confident position, even if you

patterns of unhelpful feelings

boost feelings of confidence.

Fear of judgement or discovery

and/or behaviours. Coaching

Deep breathing can also help.

- you struggle to validate

and/or NLP can help to lessen or

yourself, e.g. love, respect and

eliminate these triggers.

accept yourself.
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